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1) Healthy vs Unhealthy – a sorting activity 
 

Learning objectives: 

 Children develop an understanding of foods they have access to those to eat often or less often.  

Resources you will need:  

 Food cards or pictures of foods 

 Large signs saying ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ 

 

Print pictures of a variety of food from all food groups. You can buy a card deck or make your own. Help the 

children to arrange the foods into healthy and unhealthy groups and discuss with them why they are to be 

eaten often or less often. This can also be a good resource to encourage children to try new foods as well as 

express their likes and dislikes. 

You can create ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ headings on a wall and stick the pictures up or you could gather the 

children in a circle and sort the cards on a table or the floor. 

You could also do this exercise all at once or in a gradual way i.e. looking at 2-3 different food items per day 

and discussing them. 

This exercised can be enhanced with real or plastic food items as an alternative to cards and pictures. 

  

2) Food Alphabet 
Learning objectives: 

 Children develop their vocabulary and understanding of many fruits and vegetables 

Resources you will need:  

 Pictures of foods 

 

Create a visual food alphabet wall display. Children can cut out pictures of 

food and match these to a letter or draw their own impression of the 

food. 

You can spell the month of the year and then focus only on healthy foods 

matching each letter for the month word i.e. March: 

M – Melon 

A – Apple 

R – Radish 

C – Carrot 

H - Humous 



3) Sing songs about Food and Nutrition 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children hear and understand healthy messaging on nutrition in a memorable way  

Resources: 

 TV or computer screen, speakers, internet access 

 

Examples: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v4-eAefurY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTz8GvgJQaY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEhmMd1fmA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHPn5d7wRtk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eebE6dNehMc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRu1Yp2br00 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGkYMm1t4-8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU7pboMhJtM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaqISEs_uj0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DruYNHN4FYY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RE5tvaveVak 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efMHLkyb7ho 

4) Stories about Health and Nutrition 
 

Learning objective:  

 Children hear and understand healthy messaging on nutrition in a memorable way 

Resources:  

 Books, TV or computer screen, speakers, internet access 

 Reading list: 

o Jasper McFlea would not eat his tea 

o The boy who loved Broccoli 

o Oliver’s vegetables 

o Creepy Carrots 

o Are you eating something green? 

o Beautiful bananas 

o Cool as a Cucumber 

o The hungry Caterpillar 

o Blueberries for Sal 

o Kid’s Fun & Healthy cookbook 

o How did that get in my lunchbox 

o I will never not eat a tomato 

o Gregory the terrible eater 

o Bread and jam for Frances 

o Mouse Soup 

o The ugly vegetables 

o Green eggs and ham 

o Mrs Peanuckle’s Vegetable Alphabet 

o I know an old lady who swallowed a pie 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0v4-eAefurY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTz8GvgJQaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQEhmMd1fmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHPn5d7wRtk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eebE6dNehMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRu1Yp2br00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGkYMm1t4-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU7pboMhJtM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaqISEs_uj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DruYNHN4FYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RE5tvaveVak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efMHLkyb7ho


Video stories 

The hungry Caterpillar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjSI9C72W-A 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D547sYO_w4M 

 

5) Create a fruit / vegetable person 
 

Learning objective:  

 Making vegetables fun 

 

Resources:  

 Vegetables and cocktail sticks, knives for cutting 

 

Cut up pieces of vegetables and use toothpicks to make vegetable stick men. Create a display for parents.  

 

Use them to make a story or for a game i.e. snakes and ladders (printable on A3).  

 

You can also line them all up and create a finish line. Children have to answer health and nutrition related 

questions and can move a step with their vegetable man each time they get one correct. Which veg man will 

reach the finish line first? 

 

Example questions:  

a) Name a fruit or vegetable with the letter ‘X’ 

b) Where do fruits and vegetables come from? 

c) Name your favourite fruit?  

d) Describe what XYZ fruit or vegetable looks like (colour of X, shape of X 

etc) 

e) How can we prepare vegetables for eating 

f) Which fruits and vegetables are soft / crunchy / hard / lumpy 

6) Odd one out 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children develop their vocabulary and understanding of fruits and vegetables through active listening 

and physical activity. 

Resources: 

 Indoor / outdoor space, create a word list to call out 

 

Children run around in a circle in all directions. They have to sit down if they hear the name of a fruit or 

vegetable called out. The last one to sit down is out (or Physical activity forfeit).  

Example: cat, book, horse, CARROT! 

Or, say a series of four words including three vegetables and one odd word, for example, “Carrot, potato, cat, 
onion”. Ask children to identify the odd word. 

Make the game more challenging by using an odd word that is also a food, for example, “Celery, capsicum, 
carrot, yoghurt”. Ask the children why the odd word does not belong with the rest of the group.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjSI9C72W-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D547sYO_w4M


7) Salty potato experiment 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children understand that salt is unhealthy 

 

Resources:  

Two bowls and one potato 

 

Fill two bowls with water and mix some salt into one of the bowls. Label the one with the added salt. Cut the 

potato in half and place each half into a bowl with the cut side face down. Leave it for a minimum of 30 

minutes and then compare the shrivelled potato with the normal one. Explain that potatoes lose water in 

salt. They can make people very thirsty and should be eaten only occasionally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8) Planting food – Cress heads 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children understand where fruits and vegetables come from 

 

Resources: 

 Seeds, space, soil, water 

 Cress heads: cress seeds, yoghurt pot, cotton wool, kitchen 

roll, water, pens or paint brushes and paint 

 

If you have space to plant food at your nursery we recommend planning a gardening activity. Free seeds can 

be accessed in the UK i.e. https://innocentbiggrow.com/ 

 

For excursion opportunities to plant food contact organisations such as Groundworks 

https://www.groundwork.org.uk/bumper-harvest-in-luton/ 

 

For an easy activity make cress heads:  

1) Paint or draw a face on the yoghurt pot 

2) Put some wet kitchen roll in the bottom and damp cotton wool on top 

3) Put the seeds evenly onto the cotton wool and press them down gently 

4) Put the pot on a windowsill or sunny spot 

5) Watch the cress grow 

 

https://innocentbiggrow.com/
https://www.groundwork.org.uk/bumper-harvest-in-luton/


9) Food guessing games - riddles 
 

Learning objective: 

 Develop children’s sensory understanding and experience of food 

Resources: 

 Veggie guessing bag, box, blindfold etc. Sensory food descriptions (made up i.e. yellow, smooth, long, 

squishy to eat) – some vegetable riddle cards are available on the internet. 

 

Describe how fruits and vegetables look and children have to guess the fruit or vegetable.  

Put fruits and veg in a bag or box – children feel and guess which one.  

 

Example: 

 

‘I am a vegetable’ 

‘I can be red or green’ 

‘I make a yummy salad’ 

‘I am a…’ 

 

NB, Flavour School – a new initiative by Family Food First coming soon! 

 

10) Make a food rainbow collage 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children understand the variety of colours in healthy 

foods and the benefits of eating lots of different colours 

(a varied diet) 

Resources: 

 Pictures of food from magazines and the internet with 

lots of different colours 

 

Make a large rainbow shape by gluing pictures of foods onto large 

pieces of paper. Make it into a wall display. Parents can be 

involved i.e. being tasked to send pictures of healthy foods from any magazines. 

 

 

 

 

 



11) Healthy food shop / meal plan activity 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children learn to think actively about what makes a healthy balanced 

food intake 

Resources: 

 A basket and plastic food items. Or a plate drawn on a large piece of 

paper and printed pictures of food. You can make a basket shape on a piece 

of paper and pin it on a wall (cut holes in it). Children decide which food items 

should go into the basket or on the plate for a healthy food shop or dinner. 

 

Prize for the healthiest basket or plate i.e. ‘healthy eating award’ badge. 

 

12) Painting with celery stalks 
 

Learning objectives: 

 Children understand the different textures of food items 

Resources:  

 Celery sticks with leaves, paper, paint 

 

Encourage the use of celery leaves as paintbrushes and create food related paintings with them. Create wall 

display. Bunch the celery together with an elastic band and cut through it. Dip in paint to make roses. 

 

  
 

 

13) Making healthy food (without a cooker) 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children understand how food items become meals and the combination of tastes they can get from 

combining multiple food items. 

Resources: 

 Fresh food items, preparation space, hygiene materials, equipment (knives and spatulas etc.), ice 

lolly moulds, plates for serving. Brush for painted toast. 

 

Recipe ideas: 

Home-made Humus 

Home-made pizzas with vegetables 

Fruit salad making 



Healthy Tortilla wraps (veg, cheese, meat) 

Frozen Yoghurt pops (2 cups of yogurt mixed with one of chopped fruit) 

Rice cake faces 

Painted toast (food colouring) 

 

14) Shopping obstacle course 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children learn to think actively about what makes a healthy balanced food intake amidst obstacles 

and challenges 

Resources: 

 Plastic shopping carts, play food items, index cards, obstacles to go under, over or around (cones, 

mats to walk on, etc.) 

 

In advance, write the numbers 1, 2 and 3 on several cards. Give the children a card and tell them they need 

to purchase that many items at the store that is on the other end of the room or playground. However, they 

need to get past the obstacles to get to the store. Have them follow the course to the "store". Once there, 

they need to find the number of items as listed on their cards, place the items in a bag and then follow the 

course back to the beginning. Assess who chose what and praise those choosing healthy food items. 

 

15) Resource gathering for your setting: Class family recipe book, magazine 

pictures and empty clean food items 
 

Send a note home asking families to send in their favourite healthy family recipe. Put them together to make 

a Class Family Recipe Book. You could print and sell them for donations towards your nutrition activities.  

 

Ask parents to provide recycling items that could be useful for supermarket and meal planning activities i.e. 

surplus vegetables that may otherwise go to waste, empty cereal boxes, milk cartons, packaging with 

relevant food items. 

 

Ask parents to cut out any photos of food items in magazines for wall display and collage activities. Some 

supermarkets have free food magazines etc. 

 

A prize or stickers could be given to the children who can bring the most. 

 

Other activities with parents: Savoury cake bake off for charity, cultural bring a dish event, picnic in the park. 

Educational games at stay and plays.  

 

16) Role play kitchen  

Learning objective: 

 Children use creativity and imagination with food items proactively 
Resources: 

 A kitchen set or DIY kitchen set (see pinterest for ideas) plastic or real food items and recyclables. 
Vegetables can also be made with items such as felt and cotton wool. 

 
Create play markets and cooking events with the play kitchen and real / plastic food items and recyclables. 
Children take it in turns to cook and sell food to each other. 



 

  
 

 

17) Food twister 

Learning objective: 

 Understand more food items in a fun and interactive way 

Resources: 

 An old shower curtain or old twister mat, large pictures of coloured food (green fruits and 

vegetables, yellow grains, blue milk and dairy, red meats), tape / glue, create a spinner or card decks 

with moves on them (i.e. right arm, leg or left and the food item colours) 

 

Stick down colours / pictures of fruits and vegetables to the shower curtain to create the twister mat. 

 

 Spread out the Twister mat on large, flat floor space. The staff member is the referee.  

 The referee will sit off to one side of the mat holding the spinner board or cards to select from. They 

will call out the moves and monitor the game play.  

 The children spread out around the edges of the mat without standing on it or touching it in any way. 

The game should be played wearing socks.  

 The referee spins the spinner on the board or selects from the cards and calls out a body part or a 

colour. He or she then calls out that specific part and color. For example, if the spinner or card 

selected is right foot red, the referee will then call out “right foot red” to the other players. All of the 

children must follow the referee’s instructions at the same time.  

 Children must try to place the called‐out body part on a food image in the arc of the called‐out 

colour; try to use all of the vacant food images before sharing images with other players  

 If a child’s called‐out hand or foot is already on a food image in the arc of the called‐out colour, he or 

she must move it to another food image within that same arc.  

 No body parts other than a player’s hands and feet are allowed to come in contact with the mat  

 Children’s hands and feet are not to be removed from a food image unless directed to by the referee 

after a spin.  

 The four food groups are:   

o Vegetables and Fruit‐ green arc  

o Grain Products‐ yellow arc  

o Milk and Alternatives‐ blue arc  

o Meat and Alternatives‐ red arc 

 

Optional: after the players have placed their hand or foot on a food image in the arc of the called‐out colour, 

the referee will pick one child to name an example of another food in that particular food group. Each child 

should challenge himself or herself to not re‐use the examples provided by other children throughout the 



game. The referee is not allowed to call on the same child two times in a row and should try to pick everyone 

an equal amount of times throughout the game. 

 

Elimination: 

When any body part other than a child’s hand or foot comes in contact with the mat, he or she has fallen. 

This individual is eliminated and must return to the edge of mat to wait until a new game begins.    

 

Winning: 

The last child remaining is the winner. 

 

 
 

18) Food group hunt - physical activity 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children begin to learn the different types of food (dairy, fruits, vegetables, grains, meats / proteins) 

Resources: 

 Labels of the food groups to be stuck on the wall (dairy, fruits, vegetables, grains, meats / proteins) 

the labels can also have further pictures to show strong bones, strong muscles, protected from 

illness, healthy digestion, energy for running etc.); 

 Pictures of different food items 

 

The food groups are stationed around the room one per wall or area. Smaller pictures / items are hidden 

around the room and children must hunt and find them all and put them next to the wall / area with the 

right food label. You can gather the children throughout the hunt as they find things and also play music 

whilst they search. Each time the music stops they must look and listen. 

 

19) Food Hokey pokey  
 

Learning objective:   

 Children hear and understand healthy messaging on nutrition in a memorable way 

Resources:  

 Food items or pictures of food items, the hokey pokey song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YxD2tsvCWQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YxD2tsvCWQ


Children stand around a table and use food items or pictures of food items in the hokey pokey song. They can 

find the fruit or vegetable matching the words in the song. ‘You put your purple fruit in and your purple fruit 

out.’  Mirror actions. 

20) Practical food exploration 
 

Learning objective: 

 Children become familiar and comfortable with food through handling it creatively 

Resources: 

 Food items, clean table and chairs, string or other props 

 

Things to make: string necklaces with cereal hoops, jabbing food onto bread sticks i.e. raspberries, grapes 

etc. Making shapes and faces. Pea pod craft or shelling peas and counting.  

 

 
 

 

For more activity ideas please speak to us about Flavour school! 

 

 


